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OBJECTIVE:  How does the number of coils and the amount of voltage change the lifting strength of an
electromagnet?  I hypothesized that lifting strength would increase with voltage and number of coils used.
MATERIALS AND METHODS: I made electromagnets with different numbers of coils, gauge wire, and
using various voltages to lift BBs, which were counted and weighed.  I also tested a manufactured toroid
electromagnet.  Each experiment had 10 replications and all results were analyzed using ANOVA.  I then used
Polynomial Regression to show the actual relationship between voltage or coils and lifting strength.
RESULTS: Lifting strengths increased with voltage and number of coils used.  Lifting strengths increased at
low voltages, did not increase as much at higher voltages, and always increased with the number of coils. The
strongest magnet was made with thin-gauge wire and 2400 coils.  Based on my results, I recommended up to 12
volts be used, or no more than 12-20 grams weight are to be lifted, if using the manufactured toroid magnet in
the design of a toy crane.
CONCLUSIONS:  Electromagnets show greater lifting strengths when more voltage is
used but most magnets saturate at higher voltages.  Lifting strengths increase with the number of coils used, and
despite the increase in resistance of very thin gauge wire, winding a core with a very large number of coils using
very thin wire increases magnet strength a lot.  Regression analysis is a powerful tool for empirically predicting
how electromagnets can actually be used for designing products like toys.

Summary Statement  (In one sentence, state what your project is about.)

I tested different voltages and number of coils to determine the lifting strength of various
electromagnets.
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